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Soprano
Racquel Brown C
Frederika Rentzeperis '20
Diana Vizza '20
Laura Wharton C
Alexa Wing '20
Helen Weldeghiorgis C
Kait Alvord '20
Kate Budney '21
Lucy Burke '21
Halle Dantas '21
Maxine Perroni-Scharf '21
Madison Wilson '21
Marjie Bish C
Toni Hover C
Katie Owens '21
Jessica Rosien '21

Alto
Jennie Anderson C
Laura Calderon '19
Dawn Carey 84
Jasmine Collins '21
Leslie Dustin C
Meiber LaFountain-Soto C
Jessica Link '17, TH '18
Rachel Lorfils '21
Sienna Paley C
Caroline Smith '21
Amari Young '21
Loida Boy C
Bethany Kent C
Kyland Narcisse '21
MaryAnn Stanford C
Barbara Abraham C
Riley Carbone '18
Tamutenda Chidawanyika GMS '19
Daniela Jerez '18
Suzanne McDowell C
Deztiny Dennis '21
Christine Gangne '13

Tenor
Alex Crute '21
Rachel Kent '21
Carol Ferrell C
Rubin Jennings C
Torrance Johnson '19
David Laguna '18
Susan Presberg-Greene C
Clay Pyer C
Ruan Rodriguez '21
Sean Taylor C
Nicholas Woo '20

Bass/Baritone
Mark Cookson C
Jack Greene '20
Robert Greene C
David Velona '21

GSM=Geisel School of Medicine Graduate Student
C=Community Member

Hopkins Center Directorate

Mary Lou Aleskie, Howard L. Gilman '44 Director
Jay Cary '68, T'71, Business and Administrative Officer
Joshua Price Kol '93, Managing Director/Executive Producer
Margaret Lawrence, Director of Programming
Sydney Stowe, Acting Director of Hopkins Center Film

Hopkins Center Board of Overseers

Austin M. Beutner '82, P'19
Anne Fleischli Blackburn '91
Kenneth L. Burns H'93
Barbara J. Couch
Allan H. Glick '60, T'61, P'88, GP'19
Barry Grove '73
Caroline Diamond Harrison '86, P'16, P'18, Chair

Kelly Fowler Hunter '83, T'88, P'13, P'15, P'19
Robert H. Manegold '75, P'02, P'06
Michael A. Marriott '84, P'18
Nini Meyer
Laurel J. Richie '81, Trustee Representative
Jennifer A. Williams '85

Please turn off your cell phone inside the theater.
Assistive Listening Devices available in the lobby.
If you do not wish to keep your playbill, please discard it in the recycling bin provided in the lobby. Thank you.